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Competitive Russia: Foresight Model of Economic and Legal Development in the Digital Age - Agnessa O. Inshakova - 2020-04-17
This proceedings book presents papers from the 18th International Scientific Conference, held in September 2019 at Volgograd State University (Russia). The research findings are largely based on the theoretical assumptions of Oleg Inshakov, renowned for his pioneering work on the theory of economic genetics and the theory of “development nucleus” for economic systems. The papers focus on the impact of the 4th industrial revolution on economic growth, the concept of ecosystems corresponding to the rapid spread of digital technologies, regulatory and legal aspects of the Russian economy digitalization, the development of digital technologies in EAEU and BRICS foreign trade, and the corresponding law enforcement measures. The book is intended for academics and practitioners, as well as anyone interested in the problems of new industrialization and the digital transformation of the economy of business entities, regions, countries and integration unions, and their legal regulation to enhance competitiveness on a national and global scale
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Creepy Archives - Various - 2015-02-25
It's a lucky time to be a horror fan! Celebrate the tremendously terrifying thirteenth volume in the Creepy Archives hardcover series with classic tales by Bernie Wrightston, Bruce Jones, John Severin, and more, as the esteemed horror magazine hits another fruitful period of frightful delights in the mid-seventies! Collecting the classic: Creepy magazines #60 through #63, plus several color pieces by Richard Corben, Sanjulian, and Ken Kelly—with black-and-white stories throughout by Tom Sutton, Jose Bea, Bill DuBay, Jose Gual, and many others.
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Women's Awards.

Dream roles. A well-respected executive recruiter and qualified coach, thousands of people and placed thousands of talented individuals into their jobs. She has partnered with hundreds of organisations, interviewed tens of thousands of people and placed hundreds of talented individuals into their dream roles. A well-respected executive recruiter and qualified coach, Christine Khor is here to provide her expertise to a wider audience.

Under the Mistletoe with Me - Kristen Proby - 2020-06-17
A sexy novella in the With Me In Seattle series from New York Times Bestselling Author Kristen Proby?Isaac and Stacy Montgomery have been married for ten years. They have a beautiful new baby girl, Isaac's construction business is thriving, and Stacy enjoys being a stay at home mom, reviewing sexy romance novels for her blog. With a very large extended family, and the many privileges they enjoy, Stacy will be the first to admit that they are blessed beyond measure. When suspicious phone calls and text messages begin, Stacy questions Isaac's faithfulness for the first time in their marriage. She knows that a new baby brings changes into a relationship, but has the stress of parenthood sent Isaac into another man?
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Homenaje Pro Panamae Et Mundi Beneficio - 2003
Seven essays by: Roberto Arosemena Jaén, Fermín Azcárate Crespo, Guillermo E. Cedeño
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Through Albert's Eyes - A. Bentley-Buckle - 2013
A remarkable and exciting true story including escape and evasion behind enemy lines in Italy, Yugoslavia and Germany; life in a PoW camp and adventure in the Indian Ocean
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Getting Started with Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization - Pradeep Subramanian - 2014-09-25
If you are a system administrator who is interested in implementing and managing open source virtualization infrastructures, this is the book for you. A basic knowledge of virtualization and basic Linux command line experience is needed.
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This novel follows the path of a young woman, Amina, as she makes her way through a city, a life, and a sense of self that have been ravaged by an earthquake. Inspired by an earthquake in northern Algeria in 2003, the author interweaves descriptions of the earthquake with descriptions of Amina’s family, culture, and country and her place within them. She leaves the reader to wonder whether Amina is fleeing the earthquake or something more complex.

Glory Virtues Natural Hair - Elohim Self Publishing Service - 2017-03-13
Get Your Hair Glory Back Home RemediesRosalind SolomonMany Woman and Man and Children Experience loss of hair because of harshness done to the hair shaft and because as we get older our hair weakens if we don't take care of it. In Glory Virtues Natural Hair Book you will see how home remedies really do work better, then a lot of the main stream hair products for sale these days. Home remedy are the best like in our grand mommy days and that stuff really work and still does today aim a witness to that. Happy Hair Growing and Getting Your Glory Virus Hair back.

The T-Factor Diet - Martin Katan - 2001
A new diet program, based on the latest metabolic research, shows readers how to choose foods that maximize their “T-factor”--the use of complex carbohydrates to burn calories--and presents exercises, recipes, and meal plans. Reprint. 50,000 first printing.

Enclosed Garden - Angelina Muñiz-Hubermaen - 1988

Lil Mama’s Rules - Sheneska Jackson - 2001-08-07
Madison Maguire is a modern-day heroine who appears to have it all. She’s feisty, gorgeous, smart, and savvy -- a single woman playing the field and loving it. She sticks to the rules of dating she’s learned through life’s tough breaks as she fends off two-bit actors, old flames, and a determined secret admirer. The game changes, however, when Mr. Right appears on the scene. But just as Madison is about to follow her heart, her life turns upside down, forcing her to learn a whole new set of rules about love, loss, and trust.

The Scandalous Duchess - Anne O'Brien - 2014-03-07
A Sunday Times Bestseller England’s Forgotten Queens “O’Brien cleverly interweaves the personal and political in this enjoyable, gripping tale.” ‘The Times

Above All, Don’t Look Back - Malissa Bey - 2009
This novel follows the path of a young woman, Amina, as she makes her way through a city, a life, and a sense of self that have been ravaged by an earthquake. Inspired by an earthquake in northern Algeria in 2003, the author interweaves descriptions of the earthquake with descriptions of Amina’s family, culture, and country and her place within them. She leaves the reader to wonder whether Amina is fleeing the earthquake or something more complex.

Bridges Or Barriers? - Javed Jabbar - 2005

In Eves’ Circles - Joby Milo Anthony - 1994
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descended upon Earth long ago. Most people unquestioningly accept the

Tripods' power, but Will is not most people. Journey with him in this
collection of all four books in John Christopher's beloved classic sci-fi
dystopian series, now available as a hardcover boxed set. Includes: The
White Mountains The City of Gold and Lead The Pool of Fire When the
Tripods Came

The Tripods Collection - John Christopher - 2014-08-12
The Tripods' rule is complete: the classic alien trilogy and its prequel are
now available in a collectible hardcover boxed set. In Will's world,
everything is controlled by the Tripods—huge, three-legged machines that
descended upon Earth long ago. Most people unquestioningly accept the
Tripods' power, but Will is not most people. Journey with him in this
collection of all four books in John Christopher's beloved classic sci-fi
dystopian series, now available as a hardcover boxed set. Includes: The
White Mountains The City of Gold and Lead The Pool of Fire When the
Tripods Came

Guns Over Kigali - Henry Kwami Anyidoho - 1997-01-01

How to Take Great Photographs - John Freeman - 1995
A guide to successful photography, from getting started to achieving
excellence, which offers practical advice on choosing and using equipment,
plus tips on composition and photographing different subjects.
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Color Me Healthy - William Campbell Douglass - 2003-06-01
“He’s crazy!” “He’s got to be a quack!” “Who gave this guy his medical
license?” “He’s a nut case!” In case you're wondering, those are the
reactions you’ll probably get if you show your doctor this report. I know the
idea of healing many common ailments simply by exposing them to colored
light sounds far-fetched, but when you see the evidence, you’ll agree that
color is truly an amazing medical breakthrough. When I first heard the
stories, I reacted much the same way. But the evidence so convinced me,
that I had to try color therapy in my practice. My results were truly
amazing. I know it's hard to believe, but color therapy really works. And not
just for external wounds. It also works for many internal ailments at which
modern medicine just throws useless drugs and surgery.
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